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the program's installer is commonly called pixinsight.exe, pixinsight32.exe, pixinsightle32.exe or
resetregistryle32.exe etc. pixinsight lies within photo & graphics tools, more precisely viewers &
editors. also the tool is known as pixinsight core, pixinsight le, pixinsight core for windows x86_64.
pixinsight is a simple and efficient modular, open-architecture application where the entire
processing and file handling capabilities are implemented as external, installable modules. pixinsight
is an advanced image processing software platform designed specifically for astrophotography and
other technical imaging fields. so if using the astro software, like pixinsight, you must do this by
hand. some programs, like deep sky stacker does not do this, so you would need to apply it by hand
after stacking. without doing the matrix correction, colors are bland because the filters in a bayer
color filter array have a broader spectral response than the human eye. pixinsight color calibration
does not fix this problem. as a result, colors from traditional processing are bland and people boost
saturation to try and compensate. but because the color matrix correction is not done, the resulting
colors are not accurate. as a result, the amateur astrophotography community has an inconsistent
and bland color perception of the deep sky because the majority of those using the traditional
workflow do not apply the matrix correction. but that isn't the only problem. we have created web
badges that you can put on your website to indicate that your images have been processed with
pixinsight. to download these png images, right-click on them and select save image as (or an
equivalent option on your browser).
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the linear processing module of pixinsight le is based on the open-source, c++ application called
linear. it is simple and efficient. however, it is non-linear, because it does not use any histograms to

normalize colors. the module works in the hsl color space, which includes green. the linear
processing is done with the hsl color space, not the rgb color space. because of this, there is a very

common problem of color shifts. this is not surprising, because the linear processing is done with the
hsl color space, which includes green. the linear module should not be used in place of a good linear

image processing tool, such as photoshop or gimp. the image processing module of pixinsight is
based on the open-source, c++ application called linear. it is simple and efficient. however, it is non-
linear, because it does not use any histograms to normalize colors. the module works in the hsl color
space, which includes green. the linear processing is done with the hsl color space, not the rgb color
space. because of this, there is a very common problem of color shifts. this is not surprising, because
the linear processing is done with the hsl color space, which includes green. the linear module should

not be used in place of a good linear image processing tool, such as photoshop or gimp. the linear
processing module of pixinsight is based on the open-source, c++ application called linear. it is

simple and efficient. however, it is non-linear, because it does not use any histograms to normalize
colors. the module works in the hsl color space, which includes green. the linear processing is done

with the hsl color space, not the rgb color space. because of this, there is a very common problem of
color shifts. this is not surprising, because the linear processing is done with the hsl color space,

which includes green. the linear module should not be used in place of a good linear image
processing tool, such as photoshop or gimp. 5ec8ef588b
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